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Israel’s Ministry of Public Security:
A vital tool in Israel’s armoury of oppression
The Israeli Ministry of Public Security is an institution that oversees the routine commission of
serious human rights abuses and international law violations against the Palestinian people, racism
directed at minorities within Israel, and is deeply involved in the maintenance and entrenching of
illegal Israeli settlements – its own HQ is even located in a colonial settlement in East Jerusalem. 1
This year marks the 53rd anniversary of Israel’s military occupation of the West Bank (including
East Jerusalem) and Gaza in 1967. Palestinians living in these areas are subjected to military
occupation, siege and apartheid; inside the State of Israel there are over 65 racist laws
discriminating against Palestinian citizens; Israel denies millions of Palestinian refugees their UNmandated Right of Return simply because they are not Jewish. Israel maintains a system of colonial
settlements in the West Bank, in violation of international law and classified as war crimes under
the Geneva Conventions.
Israeli occupation forces have killed some 10,000 Palestinians, 2 including more than 2,000 children,
since 2000. 3 Some 40% of the adult male population of the occupied Palestinian territories has
been held as political prisoners at some point in their lives. 4 The Israeli Ministry of Public Security is
responsible for and complicit in many of these human rights abuses, international law violations
and racist practices.
The Ministry is directly responsible for guiding and overseeing the work of the Israel National
Police, which includes the notorious Border Police, and the Israel Prison Service 5, all of which have
been frequently and severely criticised by international organizations such as the United Nations,
UNICEF and the EU Parliament, as well as by international, Palestinian and Israeli human rights
organisations.
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Kiryat Menachem Begin government complex, East Jerusalem - https://bit.ly/impseastjerusalem
https://imemc.org/article/israel-kills-10000th-palestinian-since-2000-us-media-largely-ignore-it/
https://www.dci-palestine.org/over_1_996_palestinian_children_killed_since_outbreak_of_second_intifada
https://www.addameer.org/files/Palestinian Political Prisoners in Israeli Prisons (General Briefing January 2014).pdf
https://www.gov.il/en/departments/ministry_of_public_security
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Israel’s institutionally racist police force
The Israel National Police is not a ‘normal’ police force as most people commonly understand the
term. While in theory it is concerned with crime prevention, detection and punishment, the reality
is that significant sections of the police force are concerned with ensuring Palestinians remain
occupied and denied their fundamental human and national rights. In this regard, the Israel
National Police is more akin to a colonial police force whose objective is less about maintaining the
rule of law and the safety of all citizens and more about ensuring the native population remains
disempowered, subjugated, and colonised in violation of international law. Reinforcing this colonial
mentality, the headquarters of the Israel National Police is located in the Kiryat Menachem Begin
government complex, an illegal settlement built in Palestinian East Jerusalem. 6
Furthermore, even within the boundaries of the State of Israel itself, the Israel National Police is
institutionally racist, and acts as enforcer of settler colonial state racism directed at the 20% of
Israeli citizens who are Arab Palestinians, as well as engaging in institutional police racism towards
minorities of colour such as Ethiopian Jews and asylum seekers from sub-Saharan Africa and
elsewhere.
In short, in the words of Amnesty International, the Israel National Police has engaged in
“extrajudicial executions and other unlawful killings, using ill treatment and torture (even against
children), suppression of freedom of expression/association including through government
surveillance, and excessive use of force against peaceful protesters.” 7

6
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Kiryat Menachem Begin government complex, East Jerusalem - https://bit.ly/inpoliceeastjerusalem
https://www.amnestyusa.org/with-whom-are-many-u-s-police-departments-training-with-a-chronic-human-rights-violator-israel/
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The Israel National Police
According to its own website, the Israel National Police is responsible for “public security” including
the “prevention of acts of terror,” and is tasked to “conduct patrols and raids, and work to increase
public awareness”. The police force operates both inside the State of Israel, and in parts of the
occupied Palestinian territories, including the illegally annexed East Jerusalem, and the illegally
annexed Golan Heights in Israeli-occupied Syria. Research from Israeli human rights organisation
Kerem Navot has established that there are at least 38 police stations in Israeli settlements; 6 all
such settlements are war crimes and illegal under international law. 7
The Israel National Police stands accused of systematic racism, not only towards Palestinians and
Syrian Druze in the illegally annexed and occupied areas, but also within the internationally
recognised boundaries of the state itself.

Police racism and discrimination inside the State of Israel
“[Palestinian Citizens] pay taxes to finance the occupation … but we are not allowed to
oppose the occupation. That was the message of not only the police violence in Haifa, but
the message two weeks previously at the opening of the US Embassy in Jerusalem, where
the same violence was used against even our elected representatives.” - Jafar Farah,
Director of the Mossawa Center 8
There is widespread police racism and discrimination practised against Palestinian citizens of Israel,
who make up 20% of the state’s population. 9
Public protests by Palestinian citizens are often met with police brutality. Infamously, in October
2000, the police shot dead 13 unarmed protestors and injured hundreds more – and to this day
there has not been a single indictment. 10 In 2018, Ayman Odeh, the head of the Joint List, the third
largest political party in Israel, stated that the Israel National Police were engaged in “an organized
6

https://www.keremnavot.org/copsadrobbers
https://www.amnestyusa.org/lets-be-clear-israels-long-running-settlement-policy-constitutes-a-war-crime/
http://jocsm.org/interview-jafar-farah-on-palestinian-citizens-of-israel-police-brutality-and-intercommunal-solidarity/
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https://www.cbs.gov.il/he/mediarelease/DocLib/2019/134/11_19_134b.pdf
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police attack against Arab demonstrators throughout the country in an attempt to suppress and
silence” protests by Palestinian citizens. 11
There are also documented incidents of suppression of freedom of expression by Israeli police;
journalists covering protests have been assaulted or shot, individuals have been arrested for social
media posts or for gathering to peacefully discuss the occupation, and cultural institutions and
NGOs have been raided and their staff detained.
The police force works for the Ministry of Public Security to implement its illegal and racist ethnic
cleansing of the Palestinian Bedouin in the Naqab (Negev) region, destroying villages, schools,
mosques and regularly inflicting violence on the people they are displacing; 12 for example, the
Bedouin village of Al-Araqib has been destroyed almost 200 times. 13 This racist forced displacement
policy - condemned under international law as a crime against humanity 14 - has been denounced by
the UN Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD). 15
The racialised nature of policing in Israel is laid bare by official statistics; an investigation found that
between 2011 and 2015, 60% of all people arrested by the Israel National Police were not Jewish,
while non-Jews make up just over 25% of the population of the Israeli state. 16
According to Amnesty, Israeli police officers subject “Palestinian detainees, including children, to
torture and other ill-treatment with impunity, particularly during arrest and interrogation.
Reported methods included beatings, slapping, painful shackling, sleep deprivation, use of stress
positions and threats. By 2017, no criminal investigations had been opened into more than 1,000
complaints filed since 2001.” 17
The Mossawa Center says that since 2000, almost 50 Palestinian citizens have been killed by the
Israel Police, while the perpetrators, on the whole, enjoy protection and immunity from
prosecution. 18 Of the 14 so-called ‘non-security’ related police killings between 2014 and 2019, two
thirds (9) were of Palestinian citizens. 19 Earlier this year, as Black Lives Matter protests spread
across the globe, the international spotlight briefly shone on racist killings by the Israeli police
when an unarmed autistic Palestinian man, Iyad el-Hallak, was shot dead in East Jerusalem leading
to global condemnation and a rare public apology by Israeli officials. 20 Sadly, the apology was the
most shocking thing about this incident – killings of Palestinians for ‘security offences’ are frequent
and routinely pass without comment or scrutiny. 21
The Israel-based human rights NGO Adalah is clear: “The numbers prove that the Israeli Police is a
racist body. The policy of profiling Arab citizens results in officers singling out Arab passers-by as
suspects, which ultimately leads to violence and arrests. Additionally, Israel Police takes specific
steps exclusively against Arab citizens like preventative arrests, the arrest of minors during nighttime hours, summonses for interrogation that lead to arrests, and more.”
Furthermore, Adalah states that “the Department of Internal Police Investigations, which is
supposed to be the body that acts against police violence, as well as against false arrests, does not
conduct basic and professional investigations into complaints filed.” 22
11

https://www.washingtonpost.com/gdpr-consent/?next_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonpost.com%2Fworld%2Fmiddle_east%2Fisraelipolice-accused-of-brutality-in-crackdown-on-demonstrating-israeli-arabs%2F2018%2F05%2F21%2Ffd1ec99c-5cc8-11e8-a4a4c070ef53f315_story.html
12
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2010/jul/28/ethnic-cleansing-israeli-negev
13
https://www.972mag.com/al-araqib-demolished-bedouin/
14
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/Full_Report_2873.pdf
15
https://www.haaretz.com/1.5208248
16
https://www.972mag.com/60-of-people-arrested-by-israeli-police-are-non-jews/119696/
17
https://www.refworld.org/docid/5a9938e46.html
18
http://jocsm.org/interview-jafar-farah-on-palestinian-citizens-of-israel-police-brutality-and-intercommunal-solidarity/
19
https://www.972mag.com/14-israeli-citizens-gunned-police-one-indictment/
20
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-israel-palestinians-police-violence/palestinian-lives-matter-killing-of-autistic-man-by-israeli-police-drawsgeorge-floyd-parallels-idUKKBN23P29L
21
https://www.adalah.org/en/content/view/9081
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https://www.972mag.com/60-of-people-arrested-by-israeli-police-are-non-jews/119696/
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Police racism against black Jews and African asylum seekers
“Go back to Africa!” – Unnamed Israeli police officer to Jajaw Bimro, an Ethiopian-Israeli
citizen 23
However, it is not just Palestinian citizens of Israel who face police racism - black Jewish-Israelis,
migrants of colour and asylum seekers are frequent victims of racialised policing too.
Ethiopian Jews make up only 1.7% of Israel’s population, 24 yet they are stopped-and-searched,
arrested, charged and incarcerated at a disproportionate rate; for example, half of all teenage
Jewish inmates are of Ethiopian origin. 25 Even the head of the Israeli Justice Ministry’s National
Anti-Racism Unit says that the police racially profile Ethiopian Jews, 26 while Amnesty states that
“torture and other ill-treatment by the Israeli police against asylum-seekers and members of the
Ethiopian community remains common.” 27
In 2015 28 and again in 2019, 29 following beatings and killings, widespread protests raged in Israel
against police racism towards Ethiopian Jews. These protests in turn were met with police
violence.
Pnina Tamano-Shat, an Ethiopian-Israeli minister in the current Israeli government spoke on behalf
of her community saying, “we won’t accept the disproportionate data that you see, showing that
there’s more Ethiopians in jail and more and more police files being opened against young
23
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https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-investigation-into-police-brutality-against-ethiopian-israeli-ruled-negligent-1.7898726
https://www.jpost.com/israel-news/ethiopians-arrested-more-often-than-rest-of-population-594497
https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4662919,00.html
https://www.timesofisrael.com/head-of-national-anti-racism-unit-accuses-police-of-profiling-ethiopian-israelis/
https://www.refworld.org/docid/5a9938e46.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2015/05/israel-ethiopian-jews-rally-police-brutality-150503155817247.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/July_2019_Ethiopian_Jews_protest_in_Israel
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Ethiopians.” 30 Similarly Desta Yevarkan, a junior Minister and Ethiopian Jew said that “white Israeli
citizens feel safe when they see a police car in their neighborhood, while black Israeli citizens feel
unsafe.” 31
The fear of racist policing felt by Ethiopian-Israeli youth is summed up by 18-year-old student Adise
Ijigu: “People with darker skin are afraid of approaching the police and afraid that they might be
racially profiled, or even killed.” 32
Asylum seekers too, mainly from sub-Saharan Africa, are frequent victims of police racism and
racialised violence. 33 Indicating that this will not change, the new Minister for Public Security, Amir
Ohana’s first stop on his first day in office was to visit a far-right anti-asylum seeker group in Tel
Aviv, and where he stated his opposition to “the concentration of infiltrators in the area”, using the
Israel rightwing’s terminology to describe asylum seekers. He went on to promise he would “do all I
can to help and return a sense of safety for local residents.” 34 The meaning of this message is not
hard to decode.
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https://www.timesofisrael.com/as-world-roils-ethiopian-born-minister-leads-wake-up-call-on-racism-in-israel/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/as-world-roils-ethiopian-born-minister-leads-wake-up-call-on-racism-in-israel/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/as-world-roils-ethiopian-born-minister-leads-wake-up-call-on-racism-in-israel/
https://www.972mag.com/asylum-seekers-israel-decade/
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-israel-s-new-public-security-minister-meets-with-anti-refugee-activists-on-first-day-1.8860291
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The Border Police in the occupied Palestinian
territories
The Border Police (Magav) is a division of the INP and is a hybrid between the police and the army.
Indeed, serving in the Magav is counted as military service. Essentially a classic colonial-style police
force, its units carry out arrests, raids, and killings inside occupied Palestine that exclusively target
the indigenous people. They are deployed in illegally annexed East Jerusalem where they, for
example, assist extremist religious settlers in provocative forays into the Al-Aqsa mosque
compound, 35 and make arbitrary arrests of adults and children from Palestinian neighbourhoods. In
the occupied West Bank they are active alongside the Israel Defence Forces - Israel’s regular
military occupation force. 36
A special Border Police unit – known as mistarvim or Yamas – is engaged in undercover activities
inside the occupied West Bank and East Jerusalem where, for example, during protests against
occupation and racist oppression they act as agents provocateur and also snatch and detain
demonstrators. 37
The Border Police routinely engage in the demolition of Palestinian homes in illegally annexed East
Jerusalem, 38 an act of collective punishment which is illegal under international law 39 and a war
crime according to Article 33 of the Fourth Geneva Convention. 40 This tactic is also used by the
Israeli authorities to forcibly transfer the protected Palestinian population from Jerusalem, 41 which
is also in contravention of international law and a war crime under Article 49 of the Fourth Geneva
Convention. 42
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https://www.middleeasteye.net/fr/Messianic-jews-al-aqsa-mosque-Israel-police-forces
https://www.gov.il/en/departments/publications/reports/ie_17_border_police
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-border-police-most-popular-unit-for-combat-recruits-1.5438970
https://icahd.org/2008/04/16/born-to-demolish/
https://www.btselem.org/topic/punitive_demolitions
https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/ihl/WebART/380-600038
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/FT-Coercive-Environments-2.pdf
https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/ihl/WebART/380-600056
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Shoot-to-Kill: Extrajudicial execution, and unlawful killing
“It’s not just about potentially rogue soldiers, but also about senior Israeli officials who
publicly tell security forces to unlawfully shoot to kill.” - Sari Bashi, Human Rights Watch 43
The Border Police stand accused of unlawful killings and extrajudicial executions and other unlawful
killings by human rights organisations such as Amnesty International 44 and B’Tselem. 45
International human rights law limits the intentional lethal use of firearms - shooting to kill – to
circumstances in which it is strictly necessary to protect life, and in which no other, less extreme,
option is viable. 46 However, Israeli security forces, including all branches of the police, routinely
ignore this.
Human Rights Watch’s 2019 report states that in the occupied Palestinian territories “Israeli
security forces fatally shot 27 Palestinians and wounded at least 5,444, including those suspected
of attacking Israelis, but also passers-by and demonstrators … In many cases, video footage and
witness accounts strongly suggest that Israeli forces used excessive force.” 47
Between October 2015 and January 2017 alone there were more than 150 instances in which
security forces fatally shot Palestinian adults and children 'suspected' of trying to ‘attack’ Israeli
occupation forces and civilians. 48
Human Rights Watch has documented numerous statements by senior Israeli politicians, including
ministers for Public Security and Defence, calling on police and soldiers to shoot-to-kill suspected
attackers, irrespective of whether lethal force is actually strictly necessary to protect life. 49 The
current Minister for Public Security has encouraged killings by security forces, claiming “those who
attack a police officer must know that their blood will be on their own head." 50 He is also a leading
advocate of looser gun ownership laws for Israeli Army veterans who are now civilians to ‘protect’
themselves from ‘attackers’. 51
Security forces, including all branches of the police, who carry out extrajudicial killings of
Palestinians, are rarely prosecuted, convicted or jailed. 52
43

https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/01/02/israel/palestine-some-officials-backing-shoot-kill
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/MDE1548122016ENGLISH.pdf
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/8E7F6E2F90AA94814925700E001A9B25-btselem-pse-25may.pdf
46
https://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/useofforceandfirearms.aspx
47
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2019/country-chapters/israel/palestine
48
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2017/country-chapters/israel/palestine
49
https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/01/02/israel/palestine-some-officials-backing-shoot-kill
50
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-public-security-minister-anyone-who-attacks-police-is-responsible-for-consequences1.8880044
51
https://knesset.gov.il/mk/eng/mk_eng.asp?mk_individual_id_t=953
52
https://www.adalah.org/en/content/view/9081
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Brutality and coercion: Police treatment of Palestinian children
“A policeman took me to a bathroom inside the police station and began beating me
hard while I was still handcuffed. He kicked me, and punched me in the face.” –Saleh,
former child prisoner 53
Israel has the dubious distinction of being the only country in the world that automatically and
systematically detains and prosecutes children in military courts. Defence for Children
International - Palestine (DCI-P) states that every year an average of between 500-700 Palestinian
children, some as young as 12, are detained and prosecuted in the Israeli military court system. 54
The most common charge is stone throwing, 55 for which there is a minimum sentence of four
years 56 and maximum sentence of twenty. 57
How Palestinian minors enter the military court system is extremely disturbing, with hundreds of
children every year undergoing a similar scenario whereby Israeli security forces pick them up on
the street or at home in the middle of the night, handcuff and blindfold them, transport them to an
interrogation or detention centre, and usually subject them to violence, threats, intimidation and
humiliation.
These children then encounter a system overseen by the Israel Prison Service where rights abuses
and violations are institutionalised and routine. They are interrogated and tried according to Israeli
military law under which, unlike Israeli minors, they do not have the right to a lawyer during
interrogation, and are routinely interrogated without the presence of a parent.
DCI-P’s data shows that 75% of children detained and prosecuted under the jurisdiction of Israeli
military courts in 2017 endured some form of physical violence following arrest and some 60%
were verbally abused, intimidated, or humiliated. 58
Human Rights Watch says that “Palestinian children are treated in ways that would terrify and
traumatize an adult. Screams, threats, and beatings are no way for the police to treat a child or to
get accurate information from them.” 59
53
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https://www.dci-palestine.org/east_jerusalem_teens_hit_with_harsh_sentences_for_throwing_stones
https://www.dci-palestine.org/children_in_israeli_detention
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/jul/18/israel-detained-835-palestinian-minors
https://www.adalah.org/en/law/view/593
https://www.dci-palestine.org/east_jerusalem_teens_hit_with_harsh_sentences_for_throwing_stones
https://www.dci-palestine.org/year_in_review_worst_abuses_against_palestinian_children_in_2017
https://www.hrw.org/news/2016/04/11/palestine-israeli-police-abusing-detained-children
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Under Israeli military law, children are entitled to consult with a lawyer prior to interrogation, but
are not permitted to have an attorney present during interrogation. In cases where children
successfully access this right, their conversations with legal counsel are typically brief, often by
phone, and are able to be overheard by the interrogator or other police officers.
Access to a parent during interrogation remains exceedingly rare, thus with no guaranteed thirdparty presence to provide oversight of Israeli interrogation methods, Palestinian children are
vulnerable to coercion and physical and psychological violence. The tactic of denying bail is used to
pressure some 70% of juvenile defendants and their families into accepting plea bargains simply to
ensure they are in the system for the least possible length of time. 60
As UNICEF states, “although many children reported providing confessions as a result of illtreatment, few raise this matter before the court for fear that their complaints would lead to
harsher sentences, even though international law prohibits the use of evidence obtained under
duress by a court. Ultimately, almost all children plead guilty in order to reduce the length of their
pre- trial detention. Pleading guilty is the quickest way to be released. In short, the system does not
allow children to defend themselves.” 61

60
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https://www.btselem.org/sites/default/files/publications/201803_minors_in_jeopardy_eng.pdf
https://www.unicef.org/oPt/UNICEF_oPt_Children_in_Israeli_Military_Detention_Observations_and_Recommendations_-_6_March_2013.pdf
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Human rights defender Mahmoud Nawajaa is detained during a night raid by Israeli occupation forces in July 2020.

Silencing Human Rights Defenders
“The Israeli authorities must end their long-standing attacks on Palestinian human rights
defenders and halt the climate of intimidation against them.” –Amnesty International, August
2020 62
Amnesty International has stated that “acts of intimidation by the Israeli government [and
occupation forces have] created an increasingly dangerous environment for human rights
defenders and other voices who criticize Israel’s continuing military occupation ... The Israeli
authorities have used a range of measures, including arbitrary detentions and movement
restrictions, as well as abuses of criminal laws to target and harass such individuals. In maintaining
its 53 year-long military occupation, Israel has implemented discriminatory legal systems and
policies that have resulted in systematic human rights abuses against Palestinians.” 63
Front Line Defenders notes that “Human rights defenders [in Palestine] are subjected to acts of
harassment, restrictions on freedom of movement, stigmatisation, abductions, long periods of
arbitrary detention usually under administrative detention orders, illegal searches of their homes
and offices and killings.” 64
In a September 2019 report, Amnesty International notes how in recent years, Israeli authorities
have dramatically intensified their intimidation of civil society organizations in Israel and the OPT,
where they are faced with “continued attacks … restrictive legislation and governmental policies
coupled with smear campaigns aimed at delegitimizing human rights work.” 65
In the crackdown on civil society, Israeli authorities have targeted organizations calling for an end
to Israel’s occupation and accountability for crimes under international law, including through
boycotts as a form of advocacy.
To take just two recent examples: in September 2019 Israeli forces ransacked the offices Addameer
Prisoner Support and Human Rights Association, seizing computers, hard drives, files and
equipment. 66 In July 2020, Mahmoud Nawajaa, a recognised Palestinian human rights defender and
the General Coordinator of the non-violent Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) Movement
was arbitrarily arrested and jailed for three weeks for his work against the occupation. 67

62
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https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/MDE1528512020ENGLISH.pdf
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/MDE1528512020ENGLISH.pdf
https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/profile/mahmoud-nawajaa
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2019/09/israel-ramps-up-assault-on-civil-society-with-chilling-raid-on-palestinian-ngo-addameer/
http://www.addameer.org/news/israeli-occupation-forces-raid-addameers-office-and-steal-its-belongings
https://www.fidh.org/en/issues/human-rights-defenders/israel-opt-release-of-mr-mahmoud-nawajaa-general-coordinator-of-the
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Night raids: Extreme violence and trauma
“15 soldiers, all in full military gear, entered the house. My whole family sat in the living
room while three soldiers stood pointing their guns towards our heads. My children were
shivering from fear. My children cannot sleep after that night; they wake up crying out of
fear. I am terrified of them coming back." –Mariam, Salfit region, West Bank 68
In cooperation with the military, the Border Police conduct hundreds of raids every month
throughout the West Bank to arrest Palestinians, usually at their homes in the dead of night. 69 In
2016, for example, the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs recorded a
staggering average of 80 such raids per week. 70 It is estimated there are some 1,400 such raids
every year, and that there have been more than 65,000 since the occupation began in 1967. 71
Night raids on Palestinian civilian homes are carried out to detain suspects, for military exercises, or
for general intimidation. They are terrifying experiences; dozens of armed and masked soldiers will
kick in or blow up the door, begin shouting and dragging the occupants - including children - from
their beds, sometimes handcuffing and arresting some, and assaulting others while ransacking and
often damaging the home and the family’s possessions. Police attack dogs frequently accompany
the soldiers. In June 2018 the Israeli newspaper Haaretz reported that during a night raid in Jenin,
dogs were set on and assaulted four civilians, among them a 13-year-old boy, a stroke victim
paralyzed on one side of her body, and an elderly man. 72
The effect of these night raids is to terrorise the Palestinian civilian population. As the Women’s
Centre for Legal Aid and Counselling states, they are part of Israel’s “mass intimidation of the
[Palestinian] population.” 73 Indeed, there is barely a Palestinian family that isn’t familiar with this
practice, and generations of Palestinian children are growing up with fear, trauma and scars from
the fear induced by these night raids.
As Doctors Without Borders note, “among children, what we find most often after home incursions
is an increase of fear and feelings of insecurity, which also produce frequent nightmares and a high
prevalence of bedwetting. Among adults, they have more feelings of shame, powerlessness, [and]
concern.” 74
68
69
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http://www.wclac.org/Wvoices/603/Womens_Voices_Mariam_Night_raid
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-border-cops-night-raids-attack-dogs-menace-palestinian-families-1.6177935
https://www.ochaopt.org/content/protection-civilians-weekly-report-19-25-july-2016
https://www.972mag.com/the-devastating-effects-of-night-raids-on-palestinian-families/
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-border-cops-night-raids-attack-dogs-menace-palestinian-families-1.6177935
http://www.wclac.org/english/userfiles/Fear and Intimidation-Final.pdf
https://www.equaltimes.org/fear-of-the-dark-the-crushing
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Policing ‘normality’ in illegal settlements
Israel’s policy of settling its civilians in occupied Palestinian territory and the occupied Syrian Golan
Heights to displace the local population and colonise the land contravenes fundamental rules of
international humanitarian law. 77 It is a practice that is unequivocally illegal under international
law, and has been repeatedly condemned by the United Nations Security Council, 78 the European
Union 79 and the Irish government. 80
To be clear, Article 49 of the Fourth Geneva Convention states that “the Occupying Power shall not
deport or transfer parts of its own civilian population into the territory it occupies” and prohibits
the “individual or mass forcible transfers, as well as deportations of protected persons from
occupied territory”. 81
The extensive appropriation of land, and the appropriation and destruction of property required to
build and expand settlements also breach other rules of international humanitarian law. The Hague
Regulations prohibit the confiscation of private property. 82 Article 53 of the Fourth Geneva
Convention prohibits the destruction of private or state property, “except where such destruction
is rendered absolutely necessary by military operations”. 83 Israel is a state party to numerous
international human rights treaties and, as the occupying power, it has well defined obligations to
respect, protect and fulfil the human rights of Palestinians. However, as has been well documented
for many years by the UN, Amnesty International and other NGOs, Israel’s settlement policy is one
of the main driving forces behind the mass human rights violations resulting from the occupation.
Not only does the Israel Police help to enforce these violations of international law through violent
and racist policing of the indigenous Palestinian people, it also helps entrench them through the
provision of 'normal' policing services to the illegal settlements. Research by the Israeli human
rights organisation Kerem Navot has discovered that there are at least 38 police stations in Israeli
settlements 84, and the police national headquarters is located in a settlement in East Jerusalem. 85
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Enforcing illegality: Policing annexation in East Jerusalem
“The [annexation of East Jerusalem] by Israel constitutes a violation of international
law.” –UN Security Council Resolution 478 83
Israel occupied East Jerusalem in 1967 and immediately unlawfully annexed thousands of hectares
in and around Jerusalem in an act the UN Security Council declared “a violation of international
law” which is “null and void and must be rescinded.” 84 Since then, Israel has instituted racist
policies designed to drive Palestinians out of the city and to create a demographic and geographic
reality it hopes will block any challenge to Israeli sovereignty in the area. 85
The policies, which disrupt every aspect of life, include isolating East Jerusalem from the rest of the
West Bank and deliberate underdevelopment and under servicing that result in overcrowding,
poverty and substandard infrastructure. As part of this policy Israel has expropriated more than a
third of the land annexed to Jerusalem - most of it privately owned by Palestinians – and built 11
Jewish only 'neighbourhoods' on it. Under international law, the status of these builds is the same
as for all Israeli settlements – i.e., they are war crimes and violations of international law.
With the systematic denial of land for development, and the discriminatory refusal of building
permits to the vast majority of Palestinian applicants, the Palestinian population in East Jerusalem –
which has grown more than fivefold since 1967 – remains confined within increasingly crowded
neighbourhoods. 86 Furthermore, according to an investigation by the Israeli newspaper Haaretz,
“only 7% of the building permits issued in Jerusalem over the past few years have gone to
Palestinian neighbourhoods, where 40% of the city’s population lives”. 87
Given this grim reality, Palestinians have little choice but to build without permits. It is estimated by
Israeli settlement monitoring group Peace Now that of the only 40,000 housing units built in
Palestinian areas of Jerusalem since 1967, around 20,000 were built without permits. 88
As Israel seeks to make life unbearable for Palestinians in order to compel them to move
elsewhere, forced home demolitions are a regular occurrence in East Jerusalem. B'Tselem the
Israeli human rights organisation have recorded that between 2004 and 2019 almost 1,000 homes
have been demolished by the Jerusalem municipality with the direct involvement of the Border
Police, while 2019 saw a record-breaking 170 demolitions. 89 It is estimated that in the region of
5,000 homes in East Jerusalem have been demolished in such a manner since the occupation began
in 1967 – all with the active cooperation and participation of the Israel Police. 90
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Crime without punishment: Impunity for illegal settlers
“The failure of Israeli authorities to investigate or pursue accountability for the vast
majority of crimes contributes to a culture of impunity for Israeli settlers [and] represents
a violation of international law as expressed in the Fourth Geneva Convention.” –Oxfam 91
In 2013 the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) stated that “violence
by Israeli settlers against Palestinians and their property is directly linked to the existence and
expansion of illegal Israeli settlements in the West Bank, including East Jerusalem.” 92 The impacts
of settler violence on communities, families and individuals include physical injuries and insecurity;
psychosocial distress; impeded access to education and services; loss of land, resources, assets and
livelihoods; and risk of displacement.
The OHCHR further stated that the Israeli security services do not protect Palestinians from settler
violence, saying that although “Israeli authorities are under an obligation to protect Palestinians
and their property from acts of violence by settlers, and to ensure accountability for crimes
committed,” and that “settlers responsible for violent acts, including against children and school
infrastructure, must be held accountable to the full extent of Israeli law,” the reality is that “Israeli
security forces have failed to effectively fulfil their obligations under international law to maintain
public order in the occupied territory and ensure that protected persons are safeguarded.” 93
Between 2005 and July 2019, Yesh Din, an Israeli NGO helped Palestinian victims of settler violence
file 1,291 police complaints. About 91% of the files were closed at the end of an investigation with
no indictment filed. Of the closed investigation files, 82% were closed in circumstances attesting to
police failure to investigate and solve the crime. The vast majority of the cases were closed on the
official grounds of “offender-unknown” and “insufficient evidence”, which indicate that although
the police determined an offense had been committed, they failed to identify suspects or failed to
collect sufficient evidence for indictment and prosecution. 94 Of course, this statistic only relates to
the small number of police complaints actually filed: according to Oxfam, due to a mixture of
mistrust and fear, less than half of affected Palestinians report incidents to the police in the first
place. 95
As Yesh Din say, “15 years of gross negligence by Israel’s law enforcement agencies in the face of
ideologically motivated crime by Israeli civilians against Palestinians [shows] that the State of Israel
is unable or unwilling to take resolute action in keeping with its legal duties to eradicate violence
and harm to Palestinians and their property.” 96
Furthermore, in 2017 Yesh Din issued a report concerning criminal offenses related to illegal
construction in the settlements, that is to say, constriction that is illegal even under Israeli law. The
investigation demonstrates that the Israel National Police has been systematically failing to do its
job - criminals are not investigated, put on trial or convicted. Rather, it found, the law enforcement
“is purposefully directed at benefiting the settlement enterprise.” 97
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The Israel Prison Service
The Israel Prison Service is routinely accused of serious breaches of humanitarian law due to its
mistreatment of Palestinian political prisoners, including minors. It is currently in the spotlight for
its abuses and medical negligence of prisoners during the Coronavirus pandemic. Among its human
rights and international law violations are illegal use of detention without trial, routine
imprisonment of minors, and the torture, ill treatment and other abuse of prisoners, including
children.
At the time of writing there are some 4,500 political prisoners in these jails, including 160
children. 98

Methods of imprisonment
Israel uses two methods to imprison Palestinians. The first is a method called Administrative
Detention, which is a form of indefinite internment without charge, trial or being able to see or
challenge any alleged evidence against the prisoner. There are around 360 prisoners currently
detained in this manner. Amnesty International says Israel uses Administrative Detention “to
lock up Palestinian activists without charge or trial”. 99 As Amnesty notes, these detention
orders can be repeatedly renewed, “so in effect detainees can be held indefinitely. The process
violates their right to a fair trial which is guaranteed by international law”. Further, the impact
of such indefinite detention induces feelings of helplessness and lack of control and, being
separated for an unknowable period from family and associates, the detainee lives in a
permanent state of waiting.
While Administrative Detention is technically permissible under international law, it is only
supposed to be used as an exceptional measure in extreme cases. Israel’s routine use of this
method of internment can thus only be seen as an illegal measure which violates the Fourth
Geneva Convention’s prohibitions on “unlawful confinement of a protected person” and “depriving
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a protected person of the rights of fair and regular trial”. 100 The practice has been criticized by the
UN, 101 the EU 102 and human rights organizations. 103 104 105
However, Administrative Detention is only one aspect of the larger prison regime used by Israel to
suppress Palestinian resistance to occupation and Apartheid. The vast majority of political prisoners
are ‘convicted’ by non-jury Military Courts, which have a 99.7% conviction rate, in ‘trials’ that last
on average 10 minutes. 106
According to Amnesty International, in these courts, which are biased from the outset,
“proceedings do not meet international standards for fair trial”. 107 As Amnesty points
out, Palestinians “continue to face a wide range of abuses of their right to a fair trial. They are
routinely interrogated without a lawyer and, although they are civilians, are tried before military
not ordinary courts”. 108 As with Administrative Detention, these courts violate the Fourth Geneva
Convention’s prohibition on “depriving a protected person of the rights of fair and regular trial”. 109
While the Israel Prison Service, the Israel Police, and the Ministry for Public Security are not
responsible for this particular aspect of the Israeli justice system, they are directly complicit in all
aspects of this unjust process – from arrest, to interrogation, to the brutal carceral process before,
during and after conviction or internment.
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A chart detailing some of the most frequent methods of torture and ill-treatment of Palestinian political prisoners in Israel’s jails.

Israel’s prison regime: Spaces of systematic torture
"From Friday to Monday, I wasn't allowed to use the toilet. I was tied to a chair, they
would let me off it only for a doctor to wake me up when I'd lose consciousness and then
tie me back again in the banana position. They'd tighten the handcuffs on my hands so
close they'd penetrate my flesh. My hands would turn blue and get swollen" - Luai alAshqar, former Palestinian prisoner 110
Every year, thousands of Palestinian political prisoners are detained and incarcerated in the Israeli
military prison system. Since the beginning of the occupation, Israel has detained over 800,000
Palestinians. 111 This amounts to an incredible 40% of the male population, or one-fifth of the
population as a whole.
Most Palestinian prisoners are held in facilities located inside the State of Israel, in direct
contravention of Article 76 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, which states that residents of an
occupied territory “accused of offences shall be detained in the occupied country, and if convicted
they shall serve their sentences therein.” 112
There is barely a Palestinian family that has not had at least one close family member detained at
some point in their life – and some 95% of those imprisoned have experienced ill-treatment or
torture at the hands of Israeli authorities. 113
International law is clear that torture and associated carceral abuses are always prohibited. For
example, Article 5 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states: “No one shall be subjected
to torture or to cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment.” 114 Article 3 of the Third
Geneva Convention prohibits the "violence of life and person, in particular murder of all kinds,
mutilation, cruel treatment, and torture [and] outrages upon personal dignity, in particular
110
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humiliating and degrading treatment." 115 Further, Article 31 of the Fourth Geneva Convention
outlaws “physical or moral coercion [being] exercised against protected persons, in particular to
obtain information from them or from third parties." 116
Indeed, so absolute is the prohibition on torture that it is considered jus cogens in international
law, meaning that it is non-derogable and no other law can supersede it. 117 Yet torture continues to
be used by many countries around the world, including Israel. Within Israel’s prisons – which are
run directly by the Ministry of Public Security - torture, ill treatment, and other associated methods
of abuse are frequent, flagrant and systematic.
Here are some of the types of abuse that Palestinian prisoners are subjected to:
●

●
●

●
●

●

●

●

Positional torture: Prisoners are placed in stress positions, often with their hands tied
behind their backs and their feet shackled whilst they are made to lean forward. They are
left in such positions for prolonged periods of time during the interrogation process. 118
Beatings: Prisoners often suffer beatings, either by hand or with objects, and are
sometimes knocked unconscious. 119
Solitary confinement: Prisoners are placed in isolation or solitary confinement for long
periods. Amnesty says that “prolonged solitary confinement, sometimes for months, [is]
commonly used as a punishment”. 120
Sleep deprivation: Prisoners are prevented from resting or sleeping and are subjected to
long interrogation sessions. 121
Sexual torture: Prisoners, including children, are subjected to sexual violence, physical
harassment, and threats of sexual violence. Verbal sexual harassment is a particularly
common practice in which detainees are exposed to comments about themselves or their
family members. 122
Threats: Prisoners are subjected to threats ranging from threats of electrocution to
deportation to threats of violence or harassment against family members. Such threats are
especially common in regard to interrogation of children. 123
Medical Negligence: The failure to provide adequate medical care to prisoners is a
systematic policy. 124 Some 70 prisoners have died 125 as a result of pervasive medical
negligence by the prison authorities. 126 Failure to provide “medical attention required by
[prisoners’] state of health” is 127a violation of the Fourth Geneva Convention.
Trauma: The ill treatment meted out to prisoners frequently results in the traumatisation
of prisoners, who experience feelings of hopelessness, powerlessness, weakness and
shame. ‘Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder’ (PTSD) is common upon release, but some have
identified that Palestinian prisoners (current and former) actually experience ‘Continuing
Traumatic Stress Disorder’ (CTSD) as result of a combination of multiple traumas and living
under permanent military occupation. 128
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In short, in the words of Amnesty International, the Israel National Police, the Border Police and the
Israel Prison Service “torture and otherwise ill-treat Palestinian detainees, including children, with
impunity. Reported methods included beating, slapping, painful shackling, sleep deprivation, use of
stress positions and threats.” 129
In 2019 alone Amnesty International noted that “four Palestinians died in custody allegedly as a
result of torture or other ill-treatment by Israeli forces.” As is often the case the Israeli authorities
refused to release the bodies of three of the prisoners. 130
Palestinian prisoners have embarked on numerous hunger strikes in efforts to obtain better
conditions. This resulted in Israel re-legalising the practice of force feeding hunger striking
prisoners, 131 itself a further form of torture according to the World Medical Association 132 and a
breach of international law according to the UN. 133

A re-enactment of a scene of torture and interrogation in the 2020 Palestinian docudrama 'Ghost Hunting’.
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Torture, threats, trauma: Children in Israeli military detention
“At the interrogation centre [Fadh] was beaten with a stick on his hands, legs, face
and back while he was forced to kneel and not allowed up until he confessed to
charges against him.” - Hiba Ighbarieh, Prisoners' Affairs Commission 134
Palestinian children are not spared the ordeal of imprisonment and torture within the Israeli prison
system. According to Defence for Children International – Palestine (DCI-P), “Israel has the dubious
distinction of being the only country in the world that systematically prosecutes an estimated 500
to 700 children each year in military courts lacking fundamental fair trial rights.” 135 More than
12,000 Palestinian children have gone through the Israeli prison system since 2000, 136 and at the
time of writing there are 160 children in jail. 137
DCI-P says that some two-thirds of all children detained will face some sort of physical or mental
abuses, including the types of torture, ill treatment and sexual threats outlined above, during the
arrest and detention process. Furthermore DCI-P has documented the use of solitary confinement
for interrogation purposes during pre-trial detention. UNICEF says that “ill-treatment of Palestinian
children in the Israeli military detention system appears to be widespread, systematic and
institutionalised”. 138
The majority of Palestinian children are held in facilities located inside the State of Israel. The
transfer of Palestinian children to prisons outside of the occupied territories contravenes Article 76
of the Fourth Geneva Convention. 139 In practical terms, this makes family visits difficult, and in
some cases impossible, due to regulations that restrict Palestinians with West Bank ID cards from
travelling inside Israel, and to the length of time it takes to issue a permit. This is a violation of
Article 37(c) of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, which states that a child “shall have the
right to maintain contact with his or her family through correspondence and visits, save in
exceptional circumstances.” 140
These experiences are traumatising entire generations; some argue that this is the point, 141 that
there is a conscious decision by Israeli authorities to treat Palestinian youth in this manner as part
of a program of “mass humiliation” practiced “against captive and subordinate populations … as a
deliberate form of political control, and a violation of the most fundamental human right, the right
to dignity.” 142
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The IPS and abuses against asylum seekers
The Israel Prison Service is responsible for running detention centres for asylum seekers, where
human rights violations are widespread and systematic, and refugees experience “prolonged
detention and violations of their basic rights to asylum, health and safety”. 143
Perhaps the most infamous of these centres was Holot Open Detention Facility, which was in
operation between 2013 and 2018. Holot, which was only closed ahead of mass deportations of
asylum seekers, was described by the Association for Civil Rights in Israel as being “designed to
break the spirit of detainees so that they will agree to leave [the state].” 144 Those who investigated
found “human rights violations”, “lack of proper nutritional meals”, “poor living conditions” and
“traumatic experiences”. 145 Despite these violations of basic human rights and dignity, then-Public
Security Minister Gilad Erdan called Holot a “hotel for infiltrators at the public’s expense.” 146
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COVID-19: The Prison Pandemic
While persons deprived of their liberty around the world are more likely to be vulnerable to a
COVID-19 outbreak than the general population, COVID-19 presents a particularly acute and
immediate danger to Palestinian prisoners and detainees, who already endure dire detention
conditions.
Despite a multitude of guidelines and recommendations issued by the World Health Organization
(WHO), the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) and human rights experts,
on the measures needed to prevent the spread of COVID-19 in the context of detention, 147
conditions in Israeli prisons continue to deteriorate prompting campaigning from many human
rights organisations urging the release of Palestinian prisoners and calling for their protection
during this global health crisis.
Israel has largely ignored this advice and instead the Israel Prison Service has used the COVID-19
pandemic to harshen conditions for Palestinian prisoners.
In early March 2020, the IPS stopped all family and lawyers’ visits for Palestinian prisoners, calling
this measure a pandemic precaution. 148 Furthermore, all trial proceedings in the military courts
have been postponed indefinitely. Palestinians undergoing pre-trial detention or interrogation are
not brought into court for their detention extensions, further deepening the violations against their
liberty and their rights to a fair and speedy trial. 149 In addition, Palestinian prisoners' legal
representatives are barred from direct communication and only allowed phone calls with them,
meaning that they cannot accurately assess the health and safety of the detainees. Lawyer and
familial visits were eventually reinstated in June, although there have been frequent “cancellations
of family visits a night before the visit, or on the morning of the visit day” and visits of lawyers have
been repeatedly delayed. 150
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In contrast to the treatment of Palestinian political prisoners, as a preventative and protective step
against the pandemic, hundreds of criminal Jewish-Israeli prisoners were released from prisons in
April. UN human rights experts have called this “discriminatory treatment towards Palestinians
prisoners” and “a violation of international law”. 151
Inside the prisons, Addameer, the Palestinian prisoners’ rights organisation, says that the IPS has
“[taken no measures] to adequately mitigate and prevent a COVID-19 outbreak in prisons.” 152
A coalition of Palestinian human rights organisations have reported that the IPS has “failed to take
the necessary protective and preventative measures that are needed to ensure the health of the
Palestinian detainees while transferring them to the courts and clinics,” that prison officers are
failing to wear adequate personal protective equipment, and that newly detained prisoners “are
being quarantined in overcrowded spaces”. The IPS rarely provides clean clothing and prisoners are
allocated only a single cup of alcohol per week to clean their cells.” As such, they note, “by
sustaining such degrading conditions in detention centres, Israel fails to uphold the prisoners’ right
to health or prevent the spread of COVID-19, amounting to inhumane treatment.” 153
To compound this, in July the Israeli Supreme Court rubber-stamped the IPS’s already-existing
conditions by ruling that Palestinian prisoners have no legal right to social distancing. This runs
contrary to basic COVID-19 health practices employed by prison authorities around the world – and
of course applies only to Palestinian prisoners. 154
As the human rights organisation Adalah states, the IPS ridiculously posits that “COVID-19 social
distancing policies – essential for everyone else – are not relevant to the Palestinian ‘security
prisoners’ it holds behind bars.” They also note that the “precedent-setting ruling endangers the
lives and health of Palestinians held by Israel – and poses a threat to society as a whole. It flies in
the face of health and human rights professionals around the world who have called for social
distancing within prisons, and leaves Palestinians held by Israel exposed to the virus with no option
to protect themselves.” 155
The net result has been that, thus far, some eight Palestinian prisoners have been infected with the
virus. 156 They include one child. 157
The continued detention of children in a health crisis flies in the face of calls from UNICEF, 158 the
World Health Organisation, 159 the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, 160 and
Defence for Children International. 161 A joint call issued by Jamie McGoldrick, Humanitarian
Coordinator in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, Genevieve Boutin, UNICEF Special
Representative in the State of Palestine, and James Heenan, Head of the United Nations Human
Rights Office in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, declared, “[t]he best way to uphold the rights of
detained children amidst a dangerous pandemic, in any country, is to release them from detention
and to put a moratorium on new admissions into detention facilities.” 162 Yet still some 160
Palestinian minors remain in overcrowded and unsafe Israeli prisons overseen by the IPS.
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Luc Sels, Rector of the University of Leuve, Belgium.

Other EU state institutions have rejected
collaboration with Israel’s ‘Ministry of Torture and
Racism’
In the recent past, both the Portuguese Ministry of Justice and the University of Leuven in Belgium
have pulled out of an EU-funded project because of the presence of Israel’s Ministry of Public
Security.
LAW-TRAIN was an EU-funded Horizon program established in 2015, with a budget of some €5
million. One of the partners was the Israeli Ministry of Public Security. After campaigns by human
rights organisations and political representatives, the Portuguese Ministry of Justice pulled out of
the project in August 2016. 163
The following year the University of Leuven in Belgium exited the LAWTRAIN program. 164 Luc Sels,
the Rector of the University made clear that the project could “not be judged separate from the
composition of the consortium. The participation of the Israeli public security ministry indeed poses
an ethical problem taking into account the role which the strong arm of the Israeli government
plays in enforcing an unlawful occupation of the Palestinian territories and the associated
repression of the Palestinian population.” 165
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Conclusion
The above dossier shows beyond doubt that Israel’s Ministry of Public Security is actively engaged
in the direction and promotion of severe human rights abuses and violations of international law,
including war crimes. It proves that these abuses and violations committed by the Israel National
Police and the Israel Prison Service are not ‘abnormal’, but are a vital, calculated, routine, and
systemic part of the Israeli states wider system of oppression of the Palestinian people.
While the ROXANNE project purports to research how advancements in technology “can help track
and uncover criminals and terrorists”, 166 it is quite clear that the Israeli state will use any such
technology to help entrench its occupation, illegal annexation and colonisation, in racial profiling
and racist policing practices, to assist in the arrest and torture of political prisoners and children,
and in extra-judicial assassinations of anti-occupation activists; indeed, Israel already considers all
indigenous Palestinian resistance to its occupation and illegal colonisation as being ‘terrorism’, and
all Palestinians as ‘potential terrorists’.
It should be unconscionable for the police force of a democratic state to engage in a joint project
on any subject with such a ministry. It should be doubly so when that project will be used by Israel
to adapt technology to better police a brutal military occupation, illegally colonise indigenous
peoples’ land, and to oppress, repress and imprison any who resist these injustices.

A criminal ministry is not a suitable partner for An Garda Síochána or the
PSNI
We feel sure that neither An Garda Síochána nor the Police Service of Northern Ireland would wish
to be associated in any way with such well documented human rights abuses, international law
violations and racist practises.
Internationally An Garda Síochána has a commendable record where they have been deployed on
UN peace missions across the globe, for which they are highly regarded. The Code of Ethics for An
Garda Síochána states that the Policing Principles state that “Policing services must be provided in a
manner that respects human rights”, and that the Code commits members of the force to:
“recognise and respect the dignity and equal human rights of all people.” 167
Collaborating with Israel’s Ministry of Public Security, a Ministry directly responsible for overseeing
daily and horrific human rights abuses and war crimes would be an extremely regrettable step for
An Garda Síochána to take, and it would be a breach of the stated code of ethics.
We also believe that in taking part in this collaboration, An Garda Síochána is acting against stated
Irish government policy and international law by cooperating with forces operating in illegal Israel
settlements in occupied Palestine.
Meanwhile, the PSNI’s internationally acclaimed Code of Ethics 2008 states that it is “a
comprehensive human rights document which draws upon the European Convention on Human
Rights and other relevant human rights instruments”, including Article 5 of the UN Universal
Declaration of Human Rights; Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights, and Principle
6 of the UN Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or
Imprisonment. The Code expressly states that “no circumstances whatsoever may be invoked as a
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justification for torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.” 168 It
should be clear from the public record that Israel’s Ministry of Public Security and those institutions
it controls fail to uphold any of these human rights principles and indeed, regularly subject
Palestinians to cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment.
According to the ethical standards required of PSNI officers, police officers shall carry out their
duties in accordance with the Police Service attestation set out in section 38(1) of the Police
(Northern Ireland) Act 2000, which states: “I hereby do solemnly and sincerely and truly declare
and affirm that I will faithfully discharge the duties of the office of constable, with fairness,
integrity, diligence and impartiality, upholding fundamental human rights and according equal
respect to all individuals and their traditions and beliefs; and that while I continue to hold the said
office I will to the best of my skill and knowledge discharge all the duties thereof according to
law.” 169
Without a doubt, any collaboration with Israel’s Ministry of Public Security would mean
cooperating with police and prison forces which blatantly fail to uphold fundamental human rights.
Collaborating with Israel’s Ministry of Public Security, a Ministry directly responsible for overseeing
daily and horrific human rights abuses and war crimes, would be an extremely regrettable step for
the PSNI to take, and it would be a breach of the stated code of ethics.
We also believe that in taking part in this collaboration, the PSNI is acting against stated British
government policy and international law by cooperating with forces operating in illegal Israel
settlements in occupied Palestine.
Finally, we also ask you to note that there is broad support in Ireland and internationally for the
Palestinian people’s struggle for freedom, justice and equality, and participation in this project
would severely tarnish the reputations of An Garda Síochána and the PSNI, both domestically and
internationally.
We ask An Garda Síochána and the PSNI to follow the principled examples of Portugal’s Ministry of
Justice and Belgium’s University of Leuven by pulling out of this project that includes such a
notoriously human rights abusing institution as Israel’s Ministry of Public Security, or the ‘Ministry
of Torture and Racism’ as it is more accurately known.
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